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I. Interaction between fluids and solids I - Soft hydraulics 
 
Abstract:  Rocks, clays, gels, tissues, and sponges are  all examples of fluid-infiltrated soft 
porous media. Understanding their behavior requires a generalization of Darcy flows through 
rigid porous media.  I will discuss a heuristic derivation of the equations of motion for such 
media and discuss examples of the rich phenomenology that results in  systems that range in 
scale from microns to megameters including the dynamics of cells, the mechanics of plant 
organs,  the erosion and channelization in frangible media and magmatic flows etc. 
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II. Interaction between fluids and solids II -  Elastohydrodynamics 
 
Abstract: Flags flap and convert uniform motion to oscillatory flow; fish do the converse. These 
are just two examples of a class of problems that involve the coupling of slender elastic objects 
to fluid flow. I will discuss how a combination of asymptotic analyses, scaling and computation 
allows us to understand the dynamics of these systems, including how flags flap and fish swim 
close to and far from a boundary, how carpets may fly, the physics of weeping lubrication, 
elastohydrodynamic adhesion etc. 
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